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Abstract
The objective is to present an application of the Electric Impedance Tomography (EIT) 

method to brickwork damp identification. The dampness of brickwork in building structures is 
the key element of building maintenance. The walls of most historical buildings are highly 
damp and saline because of the lack of any damp insulation. As a result of the damage 
caused by dampness the strength parameters deteriorate being hazardous to the building 
and environment. In order to stop the progressive damp damage adequate proofing needs to 
be applied. The way to select proofing solution is determining the moisture content 
distribution along both the height and the width of the walls. The paper discusses the project 
that aimed at development of a method of assessing the dampness of brickwork by 
conductivity measurement. The spatial distribution of conductivity is obtained by digital 
processing of surface potential measurements existing due to low current flow. The accuracy 
of the conductivity mapping depends mainly on data acquisition method. The tomographic 
unit is equipped in multielectrode array adapted to various materials surfaces, switching 
electronics, analog to digital (A/D) converter. The main issue is the application of the general 
impedance tomography algorithm made to spatial imaging and experimental testing that 
results indicate conductivity- dampness relation assuming given wall structure. The paper 
shows the functional structure of impedance tomographic unit applied to brickwork damp 
identification. The measurement data of measuring chains are presented. 

Key words:  Electromagnetic Tomography, brickwork damp identification, spatial distribution 
of conductivity, multielectrode array 

1. Introduction
Determination of the brickwork dampness is an important factor of building 

condition evaluation. The walls of most historical buildings are highly damp and 
saline due to weather conditions and environmental impact. As a result of damage 
caused by the high moisture content the strength parameters of the brick become 
lowered which often poses a hazard to the safety of the building. To stop the progress 
in damage the proper proofing and materials need to be chosen. The moisture 
content influences electric parameters of the construction that can be used in 
technical diagnostics [6, 7].  Electric Impedance Tomography (EIT) allows for 
brickwork damp identification inside the object in a nondestructive way. Based on the 
performed tests the objects can be distinguished according to the applicable drying 
methods.
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In the rehabilitation process drying can be controllable. The aim of the described 
procedures is to further develop of damp identification based on the conductivity 
spatial distribution inside the inspected object without any destruction of its structure.  
The spatial conductivity distribution is obtained by digital processing of surface 
potential measurements existing due to low current flow. The application of EIT as 
a nondestructive method is developed at the Electrotechnical Institute [1, 2]. The 
paper presents the schema of the experimental setup built to multipoint voltage 
measurement used to determine impedance parameters. 

2. Electric Impedance Tomography 
The objective of EIT method is to find out the internal conductivity distribution 

of the object. The conductivity measurements are taken on the surface of the 
investigated object [3, 4]. The distribution of the measurement points on the boundary 
must take into account linear independency of measurements and could not be freely 
dense. The relation between potentials and conductivity distribution is expressed by: 

),(T γJ=v       (1) 

where: v – measured potentials, 
J – current density vector, 

γ – conductivity distribution, 
T –nonlinear mapping based on Laplace equation. 

In order to increase the number of information on conductivity distribution the data 
are taken for different, independent power sources. This relation is described by the 
following matrix form:

Aγv =       (2) 

where: v – vector of measured potential, 

γ – conductivity vector, 
A – matrix of mapping function T. 

The inverse problem could be written as: 

vAγ

-1=       (3) 

Such formulated inverse problem of finding the conductivity distribution having 
measured the potentials, is usually ill posed and has no unique solution. The 
numerical methods are applied to get the proper solution. The analytic solutions are 
of cognitive and didactic nature and works for linear, isotropic objects with simple 
geometry.   

3. Functional system architecture. 
The voltage measurement on the surface of tested object is taken by 

multielectrode system. The electrode‘s location on the surface is fixed. Output data 
are gathered sequentially for different exciting electrodes. The signal generators 
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together with switching electronics are controlled by a PC-computer. Based on the 
block diagram in Fig. 1 the measuring system was assembled comprising of a PC-
computer, switching and measuring boards and the software [5]. The electrodes are 
connected in parallel way through the signal conditioning system to the multiplexer 
and switching unit. The multiplexer is a two-stage, semiconductor device to assure 
simultaneous data acquisition in 32 channels. 

Fig.1. Block diagram of data acquisition system 

An A/D converter assures 12-bit precision with maximum frequency sampling of 
300 kHz. Additional precision is accomplished by the use of programmable amplifier 
preceding the A/D converter [8].  The application based on the general algorithm of 
EIT for spatial imaging has been setup. The results show the conductivity and 
dampness relationship at given internal structure. The obtained data of temporary 
voltage values are gathered in 3D matrix and then post processed using internal 
image reconstruction algorithm. The system architecture related to its functionality is 
based on the PC and specialized boards [4, 5]. 
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3. Results 
The electrodes are fixed to the surface of the tested brick. (Fig. 2, 3). As it was 

planned the source voltage is applied to the electrodes.  

Fig. 2. Outline of one-sided electrode placement on the surface of the wall.

Fig. 3. Electrodes fixed to the both sides of the wall.

The investigation was performed on the purpose-built wall that enables dampness 
and fast drying process control. [6, 7]. The measurements were taken for specific 
frequencies of source current. The laboratory stand is presented in Fig. 4. The aim of 
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the performed research was to evaluate dependence between electrical impedance 
and dampness inside the wall. 

Fig.4 Laboratory stand for preliminary investigation. 

Some of the results taken at 1 kHz frequency are presented in the Fig. 5.. One 
determined the correlation between the dampness images and frequencies.

Fig.5 Potential distribution on electrodes 
at 1 kHz frequency. 

Fig.6 Potential distribution dependency 
on projection angle and specific 

electrode.

5. Conclusions 
 The results of the experiment enable the non-invasive diagnostics of brickwork 
employing EIT method. The output data provide cross section graphic of tested 
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objects containing information on damp distribution. Such images can be archived, 
compared and contrasted with others collected at any time.  The method can be of 
great importance in quality controlling of proofing solution and also in checking on 
fast drying processes applied after installing the insulation, particularly in the case of 
thick walls. The tomographic measurement system is characterized by the time and 
spatial phase’s distribution of data processing. This allows for significant cost 
reduction of portable measurement devices and also for shortening the computational 
time.
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